contestation. And finally I will assess the historic significance of Chinatown discourse as a ''moral geography'', 5 or a ''geography of fear'', that tells us a great deal about the consciousness of urban elites in a given space at a given time. 6 Therefore, while Barcelona's Chinatown may have been an invented space, with an imaginary geography and history, for the urban elites it was all too real: it was a landscape of disorder and terror. 7 Thus, we will see that this exclusionary Chinatown discourse had specific political uses: its topophobic obsessions justified official projects for ''cleansing'' the Raval's ''diseased'' streets, which were to be placed under new surveillance and restructured, both physically and morally.
T H E O R I G I N S O F T H E C H I N A T O W N L E G E N D
The term was first coined in 1925 by Paco Madrid, a young journalist on El Escá ndalo (''The Scandal''), an ephemeral Barcelona weekly newspaper that was briefly resurrected in 1933 as ¡Escá ndolo! (''Scandal!''). 8 Madrid had seen a film about San Francisco's Chinatown, and decided that it was an appropriate label for the Raval neighbourhood. 9 For Madrid, Chinatown was ''the city's ulcer [:::] the refuge of bad people'', and the ''underworld'' (bajos fondos), a ''forbidden zone far worse that anything in Marseilles, Genoa or the East End of London''. 10 Such themes were developed avidly by Madrid's journalist colleagues in El Escá ndalo, Chinatown being described successively as ''the district of sinners, crooks and toughs'', a ''maggot hill'', a ''cesspit and cavern, a den of criminals'', and other ''social detritus''. 11 Chinatown was fetishized, endowed with causal powers, apparently destroying all moral and physical life within it. It was ''a terrible centre for infection'', ''the pestulant bottom of a sewer'', with ''its smell of sin and affliction''. 12 Many of the area's 5. According to Felix Driver, the significance of this ''moral geography'' is that it ' inhabitants had mutated into a subhuman race. One intrepid El Escá ndalo reporter ventured into a Chinatown bar and described its clientele thus: ''Everyone has funereal features, the look of having recently been in hospital, the appearance of death [:::]. They don't eat. They nourish themselves with alcohol, morphine, ether, 'coke' and wine. '' 13 These motifs were taken up by the popular press in a stream of sensationalist and frequently prurient newspaper articles that was consumed voraciously by a largely disapproving but highly curious middle-class readership.
14 Very quickly, the term, Chinatown, entered into everyday usage in the city, becoming synonymous with immorality and crime. Chinatown was portrayed as an alien space: it was the ''product of exportation'' with ''very little local character'', 15 which defied the mores and civic spirit that prevailed in the rest of the city: it ''stains the good name of Barcelona'', 16 ''it is impossible to understand how anyone can live there''. 17 Perhaps surprisingly, this discourse also found an echo among left-wing groups, in particular, social-democratic groups, whose stress on working-class respectability made them receptive to warnings about the dangers of the ''underworld'' in Chinatown. 18 Chinatown discourse even resonated within some anarchist circles. 19 It is all too easy to dismiss Chinatown moral panics, with their highly ideological content and their hysterical tone. Certainly, this discourse, described by one commentator as a ''distorting mirror'' lacks sociological validity. 20 Moreover, by focusing exclusively on moral categories, Chinatown discourse ignored material factors and the central role played by the Raval in Barcelona's economic and historical geography. '', and of ''degeneration and crime'', in which ''the shameless pimp, the drunk and the crook are the masters of these streets''. It should be noted that the ''moral panics'' of the anarchists were of a different nature to those of the elites, and centred on the fear that the danger posed by the ''bourgeois vices'' offered in the Raval's brothels and taverns might corrode working-class revolutionary energies. See 
The Raval's historical geography was inextricably linked with Barcelona's urban-capitalist development. Indeed, more than any other of Barcelona's districts, the changing rhythms and vicissitudes of the industrialization process were deeply embedded within the Raval. From the 1830s onwards, the Raval was transformed by Barcelona's first wave of industrialization into the birthplace of the local working class and of the labour movement.
As was the case throughout Europe, in this initial phase of industrialization, workers lived and laboured in the same space, generally inhabiting hastily constructed and densely packed tenement blocks close to their workplaces. The Raval's urban form was initially conditioned by the determination of the central state to limit Barcelona's urban growth to the area inside its medieval walls, which saw the unregulated and unplanned urbanization of an area of fewer than 2.5 square kilometres. By 1860, when the Madrid authorities permitted the economic and social forces accumulated within the old city to spill out beyond its walls, the Raval consisted of a randomly arranged web of compact and heavily populated narrow streets and alleys crammed in around the district's factories, workshops, and warehouses, ending at the Barcelona waterfront. Working-class housing and living conditions in the area were already miserable. The typical Raval tenement was four to six stories high, with one family occupying each floor. Each block had a single toilet and a water tap on the ground floor which was shared by all occupants. Such was the pressure on property developers to maximize available space that many of the Raval's narrow streets were perpetually in darkness, while many others allowed no more than a few shafts of sunlight to enter.
It was no surprise that Ildefons Cerdà, a progressive social thinker whose utopian plan for rational urban development became the blueprint for Barcelona's urban development in 1859, earmarked the Raval's overcrowded and insalubrious tenements for destruction. 22 Based on the ''grid-iron'' template, the straight lines of which were characteristic of the nineteenth-century belief in reason and rational-positivist thought, the ''Cerdà Plan'' promised to introduce a new urban order in the centre of Barcelona through the construction of a vast eixample (extension), which would connect the port with the nearby industrial satellites that had developed beyond the old city walls. For Cerdà, the Eixample would become the core of a new socially inclusive, inter-class, functional city in which people from all walks of life would interact amidst a new equality and civic unity. 23 However, a combination of capital shortages and the political opposition of property owners in the Raval prevented the full implementation of this ambitious plan. While some of the old inner-city slums were sacrificed for the construction of Les Rambles, a central thoroughfare and the new vertebral column of the city that connected the port with the Eixample, housing renewal in the Raval was thwarted.
As industrialization continued, urban conditions were aggravated further. Despite the poor quality of life in this area, the Raval's proximity to factories, workshops, and the docks ensured that it continued to attract migrant workers. Housing shortages and a rising demand for accommodation resulted in shanty dwellings being constructed on the roofs of tenements (barraquisme vertical). Meanwhile, the unregulated housing market meant that rents continued to rise unchecked. From the turn of the century, therefore, economic imperatives resulted in the subdivision of existing housing stock, creating what the local labour movement denounced as ''beehives''. 24 Occasionally several families might occupy flats designed for a single family in order to share the burden of rent payments. By 1930, over 230,000 people were packed into the Raval, giving the area a population density of 103,060 inhabitants per square kilometre. Not only was the Raval the most densely inhabited neighbourhood in Barcelona -its population density was almost ten times the city averageit was also one of the most heavily populated areas of Europe.
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The sanitary consequences of overcrowding were appalling. Diseases like cholera, typhoid, meningitis, and tuberculosis were rife. 26 This was aggravated further by two factors. Firstly, the Spanish state was slow to develop welfare functions. The social wage was poor and medical services were largely nonexistent. Secondly, the Raval's landlords, although this terms dignifies what were really slum-lords, were extremely powerful locally: they dominated the Cámara Oficial de la Propiedad Urbana de Barcelona (COPUB/Barcelona Chamber of Urban Property), the main landlords' association in the city, and they had an influential voice in 23 Barcelona politics. The position of property owners was, therefore, virtually unchallenged, and the owners enjoyed immense power over their working-class tenants.
World War I marked the beginning of the Raval's economic decline and the end of its status as Barcelona's most important industrial district. Spain was neutral during the war and this placed Barcelona's capitalists in a privileged position, allowing them to trade with both belligerent camps.
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The result was a vast industrial and urban revolution, which continued into the 1920s with the so-called ''Second Industrial Revolution'', that changed Barcelona's urban geography beyond recognition. Modern factories were established across Barcelona's expanding industrial hinterland, and a new ''red belt'' of working-class neighbourhoods emerged on the margins of the city as industry was spatially reorganized. Although a significant amount of industry remained in the Raval -for instance, there were several small textile factories in the area -this was not as competitive and dynamic as the bigger factories on the outskirts of the city. Moreover, textile production, which was associated with early industrialization, merely underlined the Raval's waning position within the local economy.
As industries relocated away from the Raval, the area gained a new reputation as a centre for popular leisure. The Raval's nightlife already enjoyed a certain standing, both locally and beyond. Once more, this was intimately tied to Barcelona's changing historical geography: during the years before the World Exhibition in 1888, when mass migration had generated a new demand for urban leisure, numerous cabarets, taverns, and cafés had been established in the Raval to satisfy the demands of the innercity proletariat. In particular, there was a significant amount of prostitution in the area, fuelled by the high demand for sexual services among migrant male workers, as well as the proximity of a busy port and the absence of stable employment opportunities for women in the city.
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World War I accentuated these features of social life in the Raval. As the belle époque ended in Paris, Barcelona acquired the nickname of the ''Paris of the South''. The international ''party set'' of idle rich, playboys, and adventurers decamped to neutral Barcelona and converted it into their new playground. They were followed by a varied group of individuals who, for one reason or another, wanted to escape the war, and which included racketeers, gangsters, and drug smugglers. Draft dodgers and professional revolutionaries also came, the most famous of whom was Victor Serge, who captured the flavour of the period in his novel, Naissance de notre force. 29 The new arrivals stimulated a surge in demand for, and provision of illegal leisure activities, particularly prostitution, and for the first time it proved necessary to import young women to Barcelona via the port to meet the increased demand for sexual services. 30 There was also a rise in the drugs trade, notably opium, and in illegal gaming.
Another characteristic of this period was the emergence of private security groups, some of which organized protection rackets in a city that was awash with guns. As in many other port cities, it had long been relatively easy to acquire firearms in Barcelona, but the wartime expansion of the Spanish arms industry meant that the illegal arms market was flooded and weapons could be obtained very cheaply. Yet, more than anything, these armed security groups flourished due to the growing insecurity of Barcelona's capitalists. 31 Foreign intelligence agents were very active at this time and they organized several attacks on industrialists and their property in an attempt to sabotage war production.
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The general expansion of so-called ''underworld'' activities during the war provided much of the inspiration for the Chinatown myth in the 1920s. It should be noted that the term ''underworld'' is best treated with caution, not least because it is a morally charged and politically loaded discursive tool. In terms of Barcelona's social relationships, the term is an inadequate sociological tool. First of all, Barcelona's underworld was always socially stratified. Second, the underworld elite had always intersected with Barcelona's ''aboveworld'' elite and the relationship between the two was mutually supportive. In a sense, this was inevitable owing to the institutionalized corruption of Spain's Restoration monarchy . From the 1880s onwards, it was widely recognized by internal police sources that the Barcelona constabulary was heavily implicated in arms smuggling, prostitution, illegal gambling, drugs rackets, and other criminal activities.
33 By the turn of the century, La policía españ ola, the professional journal of the Spanish police, observed that the main activity of the Barcelona constabulary was the ''framing'' of innocent citizens, and that the eradication of crime could only be achieved after the incarceration of the city's policemen! 34 Corruption grew during the wartime economic boom. In business, the dividing line between legal and illegal commerce, a distinction that had never been especially clear anyway, was further blurred. 35 Professional criminals and the industrial elite occupied the same social space, freely mixing in Barcelona's casinos, upmarket bordellos, and gentlemen's clubs. 36 Perhaps the most graphic example of the overlap between criminal and official worlds is the case of Barcelona's corrupt chief of police, Bravo Portillo, who worked as a German intelligence agent for part of the war, facilitating information on ship movements to U-boat commanders in Barcelona port.
37 Bravo Portillo also collaborated with the self-styled ''Baró n del Kö nig'', an enigmatic playboy and former German agent who typified the type of adventurer who prospered in wartime Barcelona: together, the Baró n and the chief of police organized protection rackets and contract killings and enjoyed the patronage and protection of local authorities and elites. Later, when it emerged that the Baró n del Kö nig had stimulated demand for his security firm by organizing gun attacks on employers, he was was deported from Spain.
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A significant amount of this expanded illegal activity centred on the Raval. 39 In part, this was because the surge in demand for new places of leisure and pleasure coincided with the area's industrial transition. Thus, many of the Raval's newly vacated warehouses and workshops were hastily converted into cabarets, dance halls, and taverns. 40 41 At the same time, new clandestine establishments were founded, such as opium dens, brothels, and illegal gaming rooms, while several protection agencies were located in and around the area; for example, the Baró n del Kö nig had an office on Les Rambles, on the edge of the Raval.
Yet notwithstanding all these changes, the Raval continued to be a working-class district.
42 By 1900, municipal statistics revealed that onefifth of the city proletariat resided in the Raval. 43 Moreover, from the 1880s onwards, members of the middle and upper classes had left the area for the Eixample, the ordered residential space they idealized as a new city of reason. The confidence of the remaining upper-and middle-class families in the area was rocked by the urban riots of 1909, 44 prompting them to flee the Raval, whereupon their flats were subdivided for multiple occupancy by working-class families. Thereafter, social divisions were increasingly inscribed in the streets and districts of the city: the working class and the bourgeoisie established relatively autonomous patterns of sociability, and there was little contact between these classes outside the factory.
From their vantage point in the Eixample, the elites quite literally looked down nervously upon the Raval as a centre of irrationality populated by what they saw as the ''perishing classes''. Moreover, in their everyday life in the city, it was difficult for the ''men of order'' to ignore the Raval's ''dangerous classes'': we see from Figure 1 (p. 384) the proximity of the Liceu (no. 9), the Barcelona opera house and the cultural citadel of the city's bourgeoisie, along with many administrative centres (nos 39 and 41) and business offices on Laietana Way (no. 36).
During the 1910s, the Raval's housing market evolved into an integral element of Barcelona's low-wage, casual economy. 45 The few better-off workers in the area moved out and the district increasingly catered for the poorest sections of the working class. 46 One of the area's unique characteristics was its concentration of ''doss''-or ''flop''-houses which provided rooms for single, male, unskilled migrant labourers who could not afford a deposit for a rented flat. 47 Several former factories were converted into dosshouses, which consolidated the area's status as a place of transit for migrant workers. 48 Part of what has been described as the picaresque proletariat of sailors, dockers, and itinerant labourers, 49 these workers were attracted by the opportunities for casual, sweated labour in the area, especially on the waterfront. 50 The picaresque proletariat was also much enamoured of the raw pleasures available in the cabarets and taverns that gave the Raval its distinctive atmosphere of proletarian bohemia. Such masterless men had little sense of deferred gratification: they worked hard and played harder and rougher still. It was their behaviour that inspired many of the moral panics about the Raval's inhabitants. But alongside the picaresque proletariat there was a much, much larger working-class community, which comprised the bulk of the Raval's population. This relatively sedentary community was far removed from the Chinatown stereotypes of the drug-crazed pimp or the drunken docker. Importantly, despite the internal stratification within the local working class, the social context in the Raval was broadly similar for all workers: they were overwhelmingly unskilled or semiskilled workers with few bargaining resources; they survived on subsistence wages; they lived in unmodernized, overcrowded housing and faced an overarching structure of material coercion in their everyday lives.
It would be wrong, however, to give the impression that Raval was merely a place of misery and despair. Certainly, there was incalculable poverty but, contrary to the Chinatown legend and the portrayal of the area as an unruly space, there was a social and cultural order: it was a rough, aggressive and assertive working-class order. It was this rival order that drove terror into the hearts of urban elites. 46 . Tatjer Mir, ''Els barris obrers'', pp. 14, 19. 47. One dosshouse was known locally as ''the three eights'' after the number of daily shifts in the beds; Rafael Vidiella, Los de ayer (Barcelona, 1938), p. 33. In some of these flophouses one didn't flop at all: these consisted of large rooms with a rope in the centre against which workers leaned and slept standing up. 48. Conditions were abysmal in old industrial buildings that were not designed for their new purpose; Manuel Gil Maestre, La criminalidad en Barcelona y en las grandes poblaciones There were various coordinates to this working-class order. Its first dimension was a high degree of sociability. Due to overcrowded housing, the Raval's streets functioned as an extension of the home, resulting in frequent and intense direct human interactions. Also, in response to the material problems of everyday life, workers developed mutual and reciprocal practices. In turn, these rituals fostered extensive social bonds among the community, which was endowed with a fierce spirit of independence. The second central element of this working-class order was a profound sense of local identity. In many respects this was a spatial identity, a sense of attachment to a place, or what Raymond Williams described as ''militant particularism''. 51 It was a vision of the world based on working-class materiality and practice: it was situated knowledge rooted in urban experience. The strength of this identity reflects the remarkable level of socio-economic and cultural homogeneity that bound the Raval's inhabitants together.
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The final element of the Raval's order was a vibrant working-class public sphere. Trade unions were the most important organization within this counter-hegemonic public sphere. The Raval was the capital not just of the local labour movement, but also of the Spanish workers' movement: it was the site of first ever national workers' congress in 1870 and Spain's earliest trade unions were formed here (the socialist Unió n General de Trabajadores (UGT/General Workers' Union) was created there in 1888). After the Madrid-based socialist leadership relocated the UGT's headquarters to Madrid in 1899, 53 the Raval became a bastion of Barcelona's popular anarcho-syndicalist movement, which established a network of trade-union offices and social and cultural centres in the area. During times of repression, trade unionists regularly met clandestinely in the neighbourhoods' masculine spaces, such as taverns and bars. 54 In addition, the Raval was home to a myriad of cooperatives, friendly societies, workers' educational centres, and radical publishing houses and newspapers. 55 This workers' public sphere built upon the Raval's spontaneous sociability, marrying local traditions of autonomy and reciprocity with the new ties of loyalty and affinity produced by workers' organization. The anarcho-syndicalists reaffirmed the Raval's spirit of independence, celebrating the ''goodness'' of the ''pariahs'' who inhabited its ''streets [that] were stained with so much proletarian blood''. 56 The workers' public sphere also enhanced key features of the neighbourhood's local identity; for instance, one of the local workers' newspapers, which was titled Los Miserables, underscored the material impoverishment of the Raval's inhabitants. 57 For many of the area's residents, this was a ''space of hope''; 58 for the anarcho-syndicalists, it was a revolutionary heartland, a centre for emancipatory urban politics, a ''nursery for revolutionaries''. 59 Meanwhile, middle-class political parties only had a token presence in the Raval, something that served only to increase elite suspicions of the area. 60 Inevitably, the Raval was the site of violent conflicts between labour and capital and of state repression. 61 Local traditions of direct-action protest, rioting, and barricade building extended back to the 1830s: in the 1835 La Bonaplata riot, workers destroyed new technology which they perceived as a threat to their job security. Church property was also attacked and social protest frequently acquired an anti-clerical thrust. Direct-action protest was heavily inscribed in the collective memory of local workers and their urban insurgency endured well into the twentieth century. In 1902, Spain's first general strike had its epicentre in the Raval: barricades were erected and food was forcibly requisitioned from bakeries and markets in a manner that resembled the consumption riots of the nineteenth century. This strike, like many later conflicts, drew strength from the area's solidarities and its aggressive street culture: large crowds consisting of men, women, and children took to the streets to defend their neighbourhood from outside agencies, such as the police. When the security forces attempted to enter the area, they came under sustained attack in the streets, missiles raining down upon them from the windows and rooftops of the tenements. The protest ended with military repression and several deaths. 62 The Raval rose again in 1909, when anti-war protests culminated in full-scale urban insurrection, barricades, street-fighting, and widespread church burning across Barcelona. 63 Evoking images of the Paris Commune, the last remaining barricades were obliterated with cannon-fire. Before World War I, then, when Barcelona earned the nickname ''the Paris of the South'', the Catalan capital had already inherited the mantle of nineteenth-century Paris as the revolutionary capital of Europe. And within the city, not without justification, revolutionaries predicted that it was from within the Raval that ''the exterminating angels of the bourgeoisie will rise up''. 64 The final set of mobilizations in the Raval prior to the creation of the Chinatown myth came at the end of World War I. The war-time boom enhanced the size of the local working class and bolstered the ranks of the anarcho-syndicalist Confederació n Nacional del Trabajo (CNT/National Confederation of Labour), as Barcelona became possibly the most unionized city in Europe. 65 Even some of the Raval's musicians were unionized, and when they went on strike for wage increases in 1922 they successfully closed down around twenty cabaret venues.
In response to the newly concentrated power of labour, when the war ended the most militant sections of the Catalan bourgeoisie resorted to union-busting tactics, including extra-judicial assassination. There followed the so-called ''years of gun law'' (añ os del pistolerismo), when rightwing gunmen and fortune-hunters, such as the Baró n del Kö nig, were bankrolled by industrialists to murder trade unionists. Together with the disgraced former police chief Bravo Portillo, Baró n del Kö nig organized the ''black gang'' (banda negra), which assassinated a number of leading worker-activists. 66 During the pistolerismo era, the Raval was the site of low-intensity urban-guerrilla warfare and, unsurprisingly, most of the gun-related deaths in Barcelona at this time occurred here. 67 In a bid to defend the CNT's space in society, the unions and anarchist groups formed rival ''action squads'' to hit back against right-wing gunmen and their sponsors. Several of these action squads were based in the Raval, where they benefited from the active or passive support of local workers; as a minimum, they knew they would not be betrayed to the police by members of the community who recognized them as their own, as a product of the local environment.
The Raval was, therefore, the most vibrant and defiant working-class neighbourhood in the city. Contrary to the Chinatown legend, it was not the case that the Raval was immoral; it was more that the neighbourhood rejected the morality of the urban elites, its rich local identity proving largely impermeable to bourgeois cultural politics. And this rebel culture was embedded within the Raval's narrow, randomly organized streets, which proved difficult for the authorities to regulate and submit to external control. This was the genuine source of the alarm felt by urban elites, who were fully apprised of the serious problems that the loyalties and solidarities of the Raval posed for the urban order. 68 Here also lies the key to the origins of the Chinatown myth: in the consciousness and in the collective memory of Barcelona's men of order, the Raval was an inherently refractory and disorderly place. The social construction of Chinatown, therefore, conveniently allowed a slum myth to be imposed on Barcelona's oldest and most rebellious working-class community.
T H E P O L I T I C A L U S E S O F T H E C H I N A T O W N M Y T H
Chinatown discourse was more than an outpouring of dystopian despair. It served an array of political uses: it was a declaration of the readiness of urban elites to intervene in the social organization of the city in order to reclaim both symbolic and physical space, 69 and it formed part of a project to assert control over the local working class, both inside and outside the workplace. 70 In other terms, Chinatown was part of a hegemonic struggle, a means of exerting cultural domination and reasserting state authority over a defiant community, a conservative ideological weapon in a ''cultural politics of place''. 71 It therefore justified social and state intervention in the Raval in an effort to interrupt and break down the profound working-class resistances, traditions, and identities in the area. This can be seen in the manner in which the Raval was constructed as a ''wild land'' or an unruly wilderness which, accordingly, had to be tamed. 72 And, because, according to Chinatown discourse, the Raval lacked moral content, civilization had to be imported, thus creating a new moral landscape. Accordingly, Chinatown discourse would have profound material consequences for the Raval.
One of the most striking political features of Chinatown discourse is that it provided common ground for Barcelona's fragmented and factionalized elites. These elites were politically divided among liberals, conservatives, centralists, Home Rulers (autonomists), catholics, anticlericals, republicans, and monarchists. Although liberals and conservatives might have disagreed over the balance between reform and repression, Chinatown discourse reflected shared views among the men of order about the desirability of a new disciplinary order, about the seriousness of the threat from below, and about the importance of control and vigilance. Chinatown moral panics placed the accent on the urgent need to resist the ''diseased mob'' that had escaped the control of authority and of all reasonable morality. If left unchecked, this ''internal enemy'' would ''infect'' the rest of the city, damage family life and destroy urban civilization as it existed. 73 Inevitably, given such high stakes, the men of order would have to close ranks.
Equally, the ambiguities of Chinatown discourse meant that it could appeal to different elite factions. Understandably, there was disagreement over the causes of Chinatown -conservatives saw it in quite narrow moral terms, as a consequence of the erosion of old traditional values and patterns of social control occasioned by the advent of mass society and the massified city, 74 wheras liberal opinion invoked Chinatown as evidence of the need for a far-reaching reform programme. However, Spanish liberalism was anything but indulgent: liberals saw ''order'' as a precondition for reform and they were often as insistent and draconian as conservatives in their readiness to pacify Chinatown.
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El Escá ndolo typified this trend within Spanish liberalism. Part of Spain's growing anti-monarchist opposition in the 1920s, El Escá ndolo was identified with progressive opinion or, what it called, ''a liberal conception of life''; not without humour, the paper's subtitle described it as a ''modern weekly of sensationalist articles and pacifist struggle''. 76 The paper championed a modern style of journalism that charted the growth of urban society: its contributors were drawn heavily from the professional middle class and included physicians, lawyers, and civil servants; the focus of the paper was also explicitly urban -all its journalists were obsessed with city life: they revelled in and were simultaneously repelled by the darker side of the city. Significantly, however, alongside this air of political modernity, the spatial commentary in El Escá ndolo was heavily inflected by the discourse of nineteenth-century urban reformers and moralists and revealed an unswerving fixation with the preservation of order.
The united front of the elites can be seen in the way in which liberals, conservatives, and Catalan nationalists agreed that Chinatown was at variance with the prevailing mores and norms of Barcelona: it was described as being ''independent of the rest of Barcelona'', 77 as having morally seceded from the city. In this respect, the Chinatown myth was the culmination of four decades of elite disquiet about the nefarious effects of urbanization on egoism, criminality, immorality, and alcoholism; it constituted a restatement of the ''dangerous-classes'' discourse of the 1880s, an older Europe-wide language of power that encapsulated a profound pessimism about the consequences of urbanization. 78 Indeed, in the case of Barcelona, fears of the dangerous classes had long focused on the Raval; 79 as El Escá ndolo observed, the area was ''the longstanding concern of the sensible people and the men of order''.
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Liberals and conservatives also endorsed contemporary western racial prejudices about the assumed deviancy and dirtiness of Chinese immigrants. Although there was no Chinese community in Barcelona at this time, anti-oriental racism was very much in evidence among local politicians and elites. Even radical left-wing republicans, such as the L'Opinió group, denounced Japanese imperialism as the ''yellow peril''.
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There was, moreover, a local tradition of invoking racial categories to exoticize specific spaces that challenged the urban order in Barcelona: in the 1880s, a shanty community established by homeless migrant workers on the beach, near the major industrial district of Poblenou, was christened Peking (Pekín) by local commentators, some forty-odd years before the invention of Chinatown.
Catalan nationalists were especially fond of externalizing social problems. They, like many other elite groups, also adopted a colonialtype discourse to racialize the working class -both Catalan and migrantalong with social problems and conflicts. Hence, they invariably referred to Chinatown as the Barrio Chino, in Spanish and not in Catalan, the suggestion being that the area's problems were explicable in terms of migration from Spain's depressed agricultural regions. Some Catalan nationalists even described the Raval as ''Barcelona's Andalusia''. 82 The great attraction of externalizing the Raval was that it avoided asking awkward questions about social justice, urban crisis, and the inequalities between rich and poor districts.
Official concern with Chinatown reached its peak in the 1930s, during the Second Republic, when several former contributors to El Escá ndolo occupied important political positions. 83 A broad political consensus formed around the ''problem'' of Chinatown as the single most important challenge to Barcelona's social order. Chinatown became the abiding concern for a coalition of middle-class ''experts''. In the vanguard were members of the medical profession, both physicians and psychiatrists, who routinely employed medical language to diagnose the Raval as a ''diseased'' space. 84 A good example of this current was Dr Jaume Aiguader i Miró , a former social democrat and Barcelona's mayor during the Republic. The author of several studies on housing and social conditions in the city, Aiguader i Miró denounced the ''perversity'' of the Raval. 85 This message was amplified further by housing reformers, urban planners, criminologists, municipal administrators, local politicians, and social reformers. Chinatown panics also found an echo in the labour movement in the 1930s, in no small part due to the El Escá ndolo journalists, several of whom had connections with Barcelona's small reformist trade unions and political groups, such as the Unió Socialista de Catalunya (USC/Socialist Union of Catalonia). For these social democrats, not only were the crude, hedonistic pleasures of Chinatown an affront to their sense of proletarian respectability and deferred gratification, they also claimed that their anarchist rivals were in alliance with ''underground parasites'' and a lumpenproletariat of ''professional layabouts and thieves''. 86 For this broad coalition of groups, the great political advantage of Chinatown was that it allowed for a variety of distinct and separate challenges to the urban order (revolutionaries, professional criminals, drug 82. L'Opinió , 22 September 1933, 7 April, 9 August 1934. 83. For instance, Paco Madrid was secretary to various Barcelona civil governors, including fellow El Escá ndolo writer, Carles Esplá, Marcelino Domingo was a cabinet minister on more than one occasion, while Angel Samblancat was elected to parliament at the start of the Republic. 84. One liberal medical reformer argued that Chinatown had to be demolished on moral and health grounds, an act of ''moral and material cleansing'' that would end illness linked to overcrowded housing and ''nocturnal life in cabarets and other places of doubtful morality''; Claramunt i Furest, Problemes d'urbanisme, pp. 9, 14. dealers, pimps, and other anti-social types) to be labelled and amalgamated as if they formed a concerted campaign against the established order. 87 Accordingly, the Raval's political and economic conflicts were criminalized, the anarchist movement placed on the same moral plane as the underworld, and a politically problematic community came to be defined in terms of public order. Crudely put, Chinatown provided an opportunity to alter popular attitudes towards the role of the state and justify state coercion: it reduced complex socio-economic and political questions to a problem of law and order. 88 In practice, this legitimated a myriad of morality campaigns, reform plans, temperance drives, literacy initiatives, and, most of all, police repression. All these measures were designed to isolate the ''deserving'' poor from the ''undeserving'', the ''respectable'' from the ''rough'', and the ''moderates'' from ''extremists''. The ''healthy'' elements could then be safely coopted into ''respectable'' society, while the ''degenerate and recalcitrant'' elements would be subjected to measures of ''social hygiene and cleansing''. 89 The obsession with reordering Chinatown culminated in the 1934 ''Macià Plan'' 90 , a modernist blueprint for a ''New Barcelona'' (Barcelona nova) based on the violent destruction of the Raval in accordance with the new ideology of regional planning. 91 Commissioned in spring 1932, the Macià Plan was a collaborative venture between a local technocratic thinktank, the Grup d'Arquitectes i Tècnics Catalans (Catalan Technicans' and Architects' Group/GATCPAC), and Le Corbusier, the Svengali of modernist urban-technocratic utopias. (The plan took its name after Le Corbusier met with Catalan President Macià -Le Corbusier's admiration of authority obliged him to name the project in honour of his patron.) 92 Inspired by Le Corbusier's maxim, ''Architecture or Revolution. Revolution can be avoided'', 93 the crux of the plan was the demolition of the Raval.
On one occasion, Lluís Companys, who succeeded Macià as Catalan President in 1934, spoke in confidence to Josep Lluís Sert, one of Le Corbusier's disciples in Barcelona, of his desire to demolish the Raval ''with cannon-shot''. 94 Yet Le Corbusier needed little encouragement: following a visit to the Raval during one of his trips to Barcelona, he was left appalled by the area's dense and insalubrious housing stock. The solution, Le Corbusier believed, lay in ''mopping up'' (esponjament) the Raval's streets and replacing them with a series of straight roads and major thoroughfares. 95 In the technocratic utopia, the old city would be regenerated and the improved flow of goods, services, and people would bring ''progress'' and increased industrial power to the whole of Catalonia. Meanwhile, the former inhabitants of the Raval would be spirited away from the city centre to occupy modern, Bauhaus-style multistorey apartment blocks on the margins of Barcelona.
The Macià Plan remained on the drawing board: it was stymied both by budgetary problems and by the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936, after which it became a utopian dream of liberal middle-class planners. 96 Commentators normally interpret the Macià Plan and its radical avantgarde supporters in the GATCPAC as being inspired by progressive, democratic, and anti-fascist ideas. 97 However, closer analysis reveals that the Macià Plan and the GATCPAC obeyed a more traditional discourse and agenda. The GATCPAC denounced overcrowding in the Raval as a ''cancer'', 98 employing medical language to draw attention to the ''centres of infection'' in Chinatown, which, it claimed, was a ''clinical case''. 99 Similarly, the Macià Plan typified the repressive undercurrent of Chinatown discourse. In fact, in its general outlines, the plan pursued cognate objectives to the Cerdà Plan. Equally, the Macià Plan resembled the nineteenth-century Hausmannization of Paris: both were appropriate to the economic and security requirements of the holders of social, economic, and political power of the day; both sought to drive major roads through the narrow, winding streets of working-class districts in order to facilitate the movement of commodities and, when necessary, the forces of public order. 100 Indeed, the security dimensions of the Macià Plan are unmistak-able. It promised the pacification of the Raval through the ''complete sterilization'' 101 of the ''internal enemy'' resident in the ''district of the damned [:::] in the heart of the city''; 102 it was an essay in social and spatial exclusion, a brutal slum-clearance programme designed to destroy the randomly arranged, winding, narrow streets of the old city labyrinth easier to map and monitor by the state, while simultaneously forcing its insurgent population out of the city centre, dispersing it far away from the foci of economic and political power. In this case, Le Corbusier's oft-cited plan to ''kill the street'' 103 meant expelling a historically rebellious community to newly designed spaces where it would be more easily contained and policed by the security forces. Meanwhile, the social networks and local solidarities that had sustained anti-capitalist resistance in the Raval would be disrupted.
Yet this was more than an attack on the Raval and its inhabitants: the planned demolition of the birthplace of the Barcelona working class was an act of aggression against a local history of proletarian resistance; it signified the destruction of key historical and symbolic spaces of the Barcelona working class, the elimination of the sites of memory of the resistance to capital, of demonstrations, riots, barricades, insurrections, and a whole array of protest behaviour that had taken place since the 1830s. Spaces of struggle were to be replaced with major roads, places without history, around which new solidarities would be impossible. By obliterating these working-class memory spaces, the collective memory of struggle and identities contained within those spaces would also fade, and they would no longer serve as a source of inspiration to future generations of workers.
C O N C L U S I O N
Prophecies that ''avenging angels'' would burst forth from the Raval proved well-founded during the revolution that accompanied the start of the Spanish Civil War. 105 Consequently, during the Franco dictatorship,
